Recently, crowdsourcing applications for smart cities have become more and more popular due to its higher work efficiency and lower work costs. However, the reasonable task assignment is still one of the important challenges for crowdsourcing. The existing researches on crowdsourcing task assignment focus on the tradeoff between maximizing the utility of platforms and minimizing the cost of requesters, but they lack of the considerations of stability and satisfactory. In this paper, we propose an intelligent multi attributes crowdsourcing task assignment with stability and satisfactory, called TASS. TASS can exploit the multi attributes to solve the stability of the transaction, and adopt the game theory to maximize the satisfaction of both sides during the task assignment. Next, we theoretically prove that the task assignment mechanism is truthfulness, individual rationality, stable and satisfactory assignment, and budget-balanced. Finally, we evaluate the performances of TASS with the state-of-the-art task assignment works. The experimental results show that TASS is better than the state-of-the-art task assignment works in terms of truthfulness, individually rationality, stable and satisfactory assignment, and balanced budget.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, crowdsourcing has emerged as a new service paradigm, such as amazon's Mechanical Turk, Waze, Upwork, Freelancer, etc. The advantage of crowdsourcing is to make full use of idle resources in smart city, improve work efficiency and reduce work costs. Crowdsourcing has been widely used in smart cities [1] , including education, healthcare, public safety, and transportation. Fig. 1 shows the crowdsourcing applications in smart city. Tasks are posted on the crowdsourcing platform by the requester nodes, and then received and executed by the appropriate worker nodes [2] . After evaluating the solutions, the crowdsourcing platform charges the reward between requesters and workers. The effective assignment of tasks is a key challenge for the application of crowdsourcing in smart cities.
The existing researches on crowdsourcing task assignment mainly consider the implementation for the crowdsourcing platforms, maximizing the utility of platforms and minimizing the cost of requesters. However, both the stability of the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lu Liu. transaction and maximizing the satisfaction of both sides are not been considered. On the one hand, the stable matching is to find a matching between tasks and workers, considering preference lists in which each side expresses his preference over the members of the opposite side. The output matching must be stable, which intuitively means that there is no (task, worker) pair both of which have incentive to elope. On the other hand, the stable match with the highest satisfaction of both parties should be found to meet the personal interests of requesters and workers.
The main contributions are shown as below:
(1) We propose a satisfaction degree quantization function, which measures the integrated satisfaction degree of both sides from the perspective of multiple attributes. (2) We propose a task assigning mechanism that focuses on the stability of the transaction and maximize the satisfaction of both sides during the tasks are intelligently matched to workers. (3) We adopt the improved Generalized Second-Price (GSP) mechanism based on price and satisfaction degree to price the transaction. (4) We theoretically prove that the task assigning mechanism is truthfulness, individual rationality, stable and satisfactory assignment, and budget-balance. Experimental results are presented to verify our analysis. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces the related work. Section III describes the crowdsourcing framework and its definitions. Section IV presents the crowdsourcing task assignment (TASS) mechanism. Section V gives the theoretical analysis of TASS mechanism. Section VI evaluates the performances of the TASS mechanism. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In order to solve the task assignment in the crowdsourcing, the corresponding solutions are proposed in [4] - [34] . The related works are described from the following two aspects: centralized crowdsourcing task assignment [4] - [22] and distributed crowdsourcing task assignment [23] - [32] .
A. CENTRALIZED CROWDSOURCING TASK ASSIGNMENT
The current crowdsourcing system is mostly developed based on server centralized hosting, such as MTurk, Waze, Upwork, and Freelancer. Research on centralized crowdsourcing service platform mainly includes incentive, online task assignment and heterogeneity.
The goal of incentive strategy is designed to determine who should be awarded and how much should be awarded. The document [4] designed and evaluated a reverse auction based on the dynamic pricing incentive mechanism in which users can sell their sensing data to a service provider with their claimed bids. The proposed incentive mechanism focuses on minimizing and stabilizing incentive cost while maintaining adequate number of participants with a virtual credit. However, this mechanism cannot guarantee the truthfulness, which is likely to cause market manipulation. The document [5] design two incentive models: the crowdsourcercentric model and the user-centric model respectively, aiming to maximize the utility of the crowdsourcer and solve the truthful problem of worker nodes. The document [6] also proposed an incentive protocol based on reputation. The goal of this protocol is to minimize incentive cost and solve the problems of free-riding and false-reporting at the same time.
The incentive mechanism consists of winning bids determination algorithm and critical payment scheme which induces smartphones to disclose their real costs [7] .
To solve the problem of online task assignment, the document [8] present incentive compatible mechanisms for maximizing the number of tasks under a given budget, and for minimizing payments given a fixed number of tasks to complete. On this basis, to solve the problem that the unreasonable pricing of tasks leads to either the requester's inefficient utility or the worker node's too low utility to give up the task, the document [9] assumes a homogeneous pool of workers, and presents a no-regret posted price mechanism, BP-UCB, to maximize the requester's utility and ensure the truthfulness of the workers. The document [10] designs two online mechanisms, OMZ and OMG, satisfying individual rationality, budget feasibility, truthfulness and constant competitiveness under the zero arrival-departure interval case and a more general case, respectively.
The problem of heterogeneity can be reduced to the problem of multiple attributes. The document [11] explores the problem of assigning heterogeneous tasks to workers with different, unknown skills set in crowdsourcing markets to maximize the total benefits that the requester obtains from the completed work. The document [12] also incorporates heterogeneous skill levels of worker nodes into their assignment mechanism based on the rating system. Under the matching constraints given by the bipartite graph between workers and tasks, Goel et al. proposes a truthful mechanism, TM-Uniform, for crowdsourcing markets which allocates the tasks to the workers, while ensuring budget feasibility and achieves near-optimal utility for the requester [13] . Further, each worker node is assigned a set of tasks with the goal of maximizing the utility of worker nodes [14] . Considering the heterogeneity of tasks, the documents [15] - [17] are to maximize the utility of requesters. The document [18] considers the selfishness and heterogeneity of worker nodes and designs two incentive mechanisms, MC-VCG and TMC-ST, which meet the requirements of truthful, individual rationality and budget balance. The documents [19] - [22] adopt a variety of methods to learn quality of worker nodes, so as to assign tasks to the worker nodes with the optimal quality and maximize the task completion quality.
B. DISTRIBUTED CROWDSOURCING TASK ASSIGNMENT
Distributed crowdsourcing task assignment is designed to prevent single point of failure and performance bottlenecks in the centralized crowdsourcing [23] . The document [24] uses social relations in crowdsourcing system for task assignment, aiming at solving load balancing problem in distributed models. The document [25] introduces asynchronous distributed task selection in mobile perception. Although the documents [23] - [25] accomplish tasks in a distributed manner, they still rely on third-party centralized systems to provide services. However, it is necessary to reduce reliance on trusted third parties in crowdsourcing. First, the third party and some of its employees might silently misbehave in-house for self-interests. Second, the party often fails to resolve disputes. Third, a centralized platform inevitably suffers from single points of failure inherently. Fourth, user's sensitive information and task solutions are saved in the database of crowdsourcing systems, which has the risk of large-scale privacy disclosure and data loss. The document [26] points out that blockchain allows transaction parties to communicate and exchange resources in a peer-to-peer network, which can be traced to the source and save security and audit costs. The documents [27] - [30] propose blockchainbased crowdsourcing application systems suitable for specific purposes respectively, while the document [31] conceptualizes a blockchain-based decentralized framework for crowdsourcing named CrowdBC for general purposes. CrowdBC protects the privacy of users in the block chain, and applies to a large number of incentives tasks, however, it does not consider anonymity and auditing. The document [32] designs and implements a decentralized crowdsourcing system with privacy protection, anonymity, and their accountability. The blockchain-based crowdsourcing mechanism is still being explored, in large part because smart contracts that protect privacy and conduct transactions do not currently support sophisticated incentives and work evaluations. This is the direction of future exploration.
Sections A and B deal mainly with task assignment from the perspective of crowdsourcing platforms or requesters, with the goal of maximizing the utility of platforms or minimizing the cost of requesters. However, there are few literatures on how to consider the stable assignment of tasks from the integrated satisfaction of both sides of the transaction. The document [33] proposed a satisfied stable matching strategy based on stable matching [3] . The strategy maximizes the satisfaction of both parties on the basis of stable matching, but it needs to obtain the preference order information of both parties in advance. The document [34] proposed a stable task matching framework based on participants' preferences. The weakness of it lies in the unreasonable assumption. For example, this paper assumes that the preference of crowdsourcing participants is known in advance, and the quality of worker nodes to complete different tasks is the same, and requesters and participants are truthful.
III. CROWDSOURCING FRAMEWORK AND DEFINITIONS A. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
The online crowdsourcing trading platform is shown in Fig. 2 , including requester node, worker node, and trading platform. The requesters and workers submit multi-attributes information and reward(cost) for tasks to the crowdsourcing platform. The requesters and workers are citizens in the smart cities. After collecting all the attributes information and reward(cost) from the requesters and workers according to a certain period, the crowdsourcing trading platform conducts the intelligent matching between Requesters and Workers. A reverse auction based on improved GSP mechanism is set as the intelligent process. Then, the winning workers get matched with requesters, receive tasks, submit solutions, and receive payments from the winning requesters.
Intelligent transaction matching is the core task for trading platform, as shown in Fig. 3 . We assume that each task can only be completed by one worker node at most, and each worker node can only complete one task at most within the same time period. The multi attributes information of the task includes the personal information of the requester node and the expected information of the worker node. The multi attributes information of the worker node includes the personal information, and the expected information of the task. The budget is the highest payment for tasks set by the requestor node, and the cost is the minimum reward set by the worker node. These multi-attributes information describes the requirements and preferences of buyers and sellers with structured information, and determines the winners, which is suitable for the automation of transactions. The dotted line in Fig. 3 indicates that the nodes on both sides can be matched arbitrarily, while the solid line represents the final matching relationship.
B. RELATED DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOL DESCRIPTIONS

Definition 1 (Bilateral Satisfaction Degree Function): Let
. . , t m be the task set, W = w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n be the worker node set to complete set T, the satisfaction degree function Z on both sides is show in below.
where, α and β represent the weight or importance degrees of objective satisfaction from the requesters who post the tasks and the Worker nodes who complete the tasks, respectively, such that 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1, and α + β = 1. If we consider fairness of both requester nodes and worker nodes, α = β = 0.5. In practical matching problems, α and β are given by the intermediary (crowdsourcing platform) according to the importance degrees of requester nodes and worker nodes. w k ← t i denotes that task t i is matched with worker node w k . t ik and w ki denote the quantified satisfaction degrees of task t i and worker node w k respectively when t i is completed by w k .
Definition 2 (Multi Attributes Parameters of Task and Worker Nodes):
In crowdsourcing trading, the attribute values of task t i and worker node w j participating in task matching are expressed as tuples {d ik } p k=1 and tuples {d jk } q k=1 respectively, which are formalized as follows:
Definition 3 (Truthfulness):
An auction is truthful if for each worker node (resp. requestor node), it cannot increase its utility by bidding a value deviating from its true valuation, no matter what others bid.
Definition 4 (Individual Rationality): An auction is individually rational if for each worker node (resp. requestor node), its utility is non-negative when reporting its true valuation (resp. cost).
Definition 5 (Budget-Balance): An auction is budgetbalanced if by the end of an auction, the auctioneer's utility is non-negative.
The symbol definitions used below are shown in Table. 1.
IV. MULTI ATTRIBUTES SATISFIED STABLE MATCHING
The TASS model consists of three parts: filtering, decision making, and payment. The filtering is mainly responsible for filtering requester nodes and worker nodes participating in bilateral transactions. The nodes comprehensively consider hard and soft constraints through multi-attributes fusion method and give the satisfaction degree of the other side nodes. In the decision-making, the satisfaction requirements of each node are mainly considered, and then the optimal bilateral satisfied stable matching model is built. After that, we can get the assignment result. Finally, the remuneration is paid to the worker node by the requester node after successfully matching.
A. FILTERING
The multiple attributes of task assignment include three types: the standard value type, the interval value type, and the critical value type. The attribute constrains are used to filter tasks and workers. Standard value constraints are hard constraints, interval value constraints and critical value constraints are soft constraints. Definition 6: The standard value type constraints refers to the transaction attribute specified by the task and the worker as a specific value, and other value different from this value is unqualified, also known as the judgment type.
It's formally expressed as: d jk = e ik k ∈ N T I , and d iq = f jq (q ∈ N W I ). Definition 7: Interval constraints refers to the interval between two values of the transaction attribute specified by the task and the worker, and the value within this interval is qualified.
It's formally expressed as: d jk ∈ e ik k ∈ N T II , and d iq ∈ f jq (q ∈ N W II ). Definition 8: Critical type constraints refers to the condition that the transaction attribute specified by the task and the worker is greater than or less than a certain critical value. Since less than can be converted into greater than, the following only considers the situation of greater than.
It's formally expressed as: d jk ≥ e ik k ∈ N T III , and d iq ≥ f jq (q ∈ N W III ). Definition 9: Let the matching degree of w j and t i under attribute k be α k ij ∈ [0, 1], d k max ∈T k j , d k min ∈ T k j , Where T k j denotes the set of values of attribute k in T j , d k max and d k min represent the maximum and minimum values of attribute k in T j respectively. If t i ∈ T j , then For the critical value attribute constraint, there is
For the attribute constraints of standard value type and interval type, there is α k ij = 1; Otherwise, if t i / ∈ T j , then α k ij = 0. The following is a further formal representation of the matching degree between the two parties.
Firstly, we quantify worker's satisfaction degree to tasks with the multi-attributes fusion method.
With the constraints of definition 6-8, we calculate the matching degree of worker w j for all task t i (t i ∈ T j ). If each attribute is regarded as the dimension of space vector, w k i,j is the preference for attribute k, the matching degree of all attribute fusion can be regarded as the average value of Euclidean distance, that is
Since it is easy to add the degree of preference of both sides to each attribute to our model, the effect on each attribute preference is not considered in this paper. Assume that each attribute is equally importance, then
The higher wsim i,j is, the higher w j is satisfied with t i . Meanwhile, considering the budget b i of task requester, under the same matching degree the higher b i is, the higher the worker's satisfaction degree is. Therefore, w j 's integrated satisfaction with t i is defined as
The tasks that meet each worker's constraints are sorted non-ascending by their integrated satisfaction degree, and the satisfaction ranking matrix H is obtained. Then, we quantify task's satisfaction degree to workers with the multi-attributes fusion.
W i represents the set of worker nodes that match with task t i tsim i,j represents the matching degree of task t i to all attributes of w j in W i , then
Considering the worker's cost information c j , the smaller c j is, the more satisfied the requester of the task is. The integrated satisfaction degree of task t i for being matched with w j is defined as
, Constraints defined 6 − 8 are satisfied 0, otherwise
All worker nodes in W i are sorted in non-ascending by their integrated satisfaction degree sat W i,j , and the satisfaction matrix G is obtained. The time complexity of filtering is
B. TASK ASSIGNMENT DECISION
Let X = [x i,j ] m×n be the task assignment matrix, where x i,j is 0-1 variable. If task t i is assigned to the worker node w j , then x i,j = 1, otherwise x i,j = 0. To obtain the assignment result with the greatest satisfactory degree of nodes on both sides, a bi-objective optimization model is built as shown in (10).
In the model, Z (T ) and Z (W ) are object functions which indicate that the assignment model should maximize the satisfaction degree of requesters and workers respectively. The first constraint means that each task must be assigned to a worker node. The second constraint means each worker node can be assigned a task at most. The third constraint is the stable matching constraint, which ensures that the result obtained by this model is a stable matching.
To solve the model (10), the linear weighting function [36] is used to convert the model (10) into the single-objective optimization model (11) . The raw satisfaction degrees from two sides may not be comparable. One common linear 0-1 normalization method is used for those raw satisfaction degrees: for any list of satisfaction degree (workers and tasks), we map the highest satisfaction degree into 1, the lowest satisfaction degree into 0, and any other satisfaction degrees into a value between 0 and 1 by using the equation as follows:
Here max_sd is the highest satisfaction degree, min_sd is the lowest satisfaction degree, raw_sd is the satisfaction degree to be normalized and n_sd is the normalized satisfaction degree of raw_sd. sat W i,j and sat T i,j , which appear later in the paper, both represent the normalized satisfaction degree after normalization, and their values range is [0,1]. Considering the fairness of requestor nodes and worker nodes, the weights of both are set to be equal to 0.5. The model (12) is built as follows.
The equation (12) is a 0-1 linear programming with (m × n) variables, and there are at most 2 m×n feasible solutions. That is there are limited feasible solutions to model (12) . According to [33] , the model (12) have the optimal solution, and its time complexity for solving is O(n 3 ).
C. PAYMENT
The GSP mechanism was introduced by Google and almost adopted by all the online ad auctions. It has been proven to be less susceptible to gaming, much more stable, and has higher allocative efficiency. In the sponsored search auctions (SSA) market, the user experience improvement is realized through the implementation of a weighted factor named ''quality score'' since 2008. The quality score is used in ranking ads, in order to ensure that the priority ads are shown in more prominent positions so as to encourage the quality advertising content [38] . Analogously, we also propose to use quality score (satisfaction degree) to reward those premium workers, so as to improve their probabilities to get higher ranks or get higher rewards.
Assuming that no fees are charged by the crowdsourcing platform, and the transaction price of requesters and workers is equal. Besides, considering the budget of the task and the cost of the worker node, TASS adopts the improved Generalized Second-Price (GSP) based on price and satisfaction degree to pay for a transaction. The payment p i,j is calculated by (13) .
* c j+1 (13) tsim i,j and tsim i,j+1 are the satisfaction degree of worker ranked at j and j+1 in task t i 's satisfaction vector respectively. c j+1 is the bid of worker ranked at j+1 in task t i 's satisfaction vector, and tsim i,j ≥ tsim i,j+1 , so the price(reward) paid to w j are raised, which can motivate worker nodes to improve their satisfaction degree.
If p i,j is less than or equal to the budget of t i , then p i,j is the final price. Otherwise, the task t i enters the next round auction. The time complexity of payment is O(m * n).
In each round of auction, worker nodes strategically choose their own reported cost in order to maximize their profits. The utility of the worker node is defined as the difference between its reward p i,j and the truthful cost c j .
In each round of auction, requestors strategically choose his own reported budgets in order to maximize profits. The utility of a task is defined as the difference between his truthful budget (b i ) and his payment p i,j .
V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF TASS
TASS mechanism is qualitatively analyzed, and the analysis content includes truthfulness, individual rationality, satisfied stable matching and budget balance. Theorem 1: The TASS mechanism satisfies Truthful. Proof: Since TASS mechanism consists of tasks' budgets and workers' costs, we need to prove the mechanism is both tasks' budget-truthful and workers' cost-truthful.
A. WORKERS' COST-TRUTHFULNESS c j , c j represent the reported cost and true cost of the worker's participation in the task. Given other parameters fixed, we prove that worker w j cannot improve his utility by reporting untruthful cost under any circumstances. That is, u j (c j ) ≥ u j (c j ) holds in all cases below.
Cases 1 and 2: Worker w j wins (or loses) task t i with both truthful cost c j and untruthful cost c j . In these two cases, we can get u j (c j ) = u j (c j ) by the proposed payment rules.
Case 3: Worker w j wins task t i with truthful cost c j , but loses task t i with untruthful cost c j . In this case, we have u j (c j ) = 0 and u j (c j ) = p i,j − c j = tsim i,j tsim i,j+1 * c j+1 − c j ≥ 0 (because worker w j 's winning with cost c j implies
c j+1 , that is c j ≤ tsim i,j tsim i,j+1 * c j+1 in the ranking queue). Thus, we can get u j (c j ) ≥ u j (c j ).
Case 4: Worker w j loses task t i with truthful cost c j , but wins task t i with untruthful cost c j . In this case, we have u j c j = 0 and u j (c j ) = p i,j − c j = tsim i,k tsim i,k+1 * c k+1 − c j Because w j 's failure with truthful cost c j implies
≥ tsim i,j c j , and tsim i,k = tsim i,j . That is c j ≥ tsim i,k tsim i,k+1 * c k+1 in the ranking queue, and u j (c j ) ≤ 0). Therefore, we can get u j (c j ) ≥ u j (c j ).
In summary, we can get u j (c j ) ≥ u j (c j ) for all worker w j . Thus, the TASS mechanism satisfies workers' cost-truthful.
B. THE TASS MECHANISM SATISFIES TASKS'
BUDGET-TRUTHFUL b i , b i represent the true budget and reported budget of the requestor's task respectively. Given other parameters are fixed, we prove that in any case the requestor cannot increase his utility by an untruthful budget. That is u i (b i ) ≥ u i (b i ).
Cases 1 and 2: The task t i wins (or fails to win) the worker w j with both a truthful budget and an untruthful budget. In these two cases, we can get u i b i = u i (b i ) by the proposed payment rules.
Case 3: Task t i wins worker w j with truthful budget b i , but loses worker w j with untruthful budget b i . In this case, we have u i (b i ) = 0 and u i b i = b i − p i,j ≥ 0 ((according to the payment rules). Thus, we can get
Case 4: Task t i wins worker w j with untruthful budget b i but loses worker w j with untruthful budget b i . That is
According to the bidding rules, other parameters fixed, due to the sorting rules, task t i loses the worker w j with the truthful budget b i and wins the worker w j with the untruthful budget b i , which means,
In summary, we can get u i b i ≥ u i (b i ) for all task t i . Thus, the TASS mechanism satisfies task' budget-truthful.
Therefore, truthfulness of TASS mechanism is proven. Theorem 2: The TASS mechanism satisfies individual rationality.
Proof: An auction is individually rational if for each buyer (resp. seller), its utility is non-negative when reporting its truthful budget (resp. cost). Theorem 1 shows that both the requester and the worker's truthful budget or truthful cost in the auction are dominant strategies in the TASS mechanism. For requester node, payment for worker node is less than his budget (that is, the truthful budget), u i (b i ) ≥ 0, then TASS mechanism meets requester node individual rationality. For Worker nodes, according to the payment rules the reward is always greater than his cost, therefore u j (c j ) ≥ 0, then TASS mechanism meets worker node individual rationality. Therefore, the TASS mechanism satisfies individual rationality.
Theorem 3: The TASS mechanism satisfies task assignment with stability and satisfactory.
Proof: In the one to one matching scenario, (t i , w j ) should not be a pair of stability obstacles unless x i,j = 0 and at least one of the following two conditions can be satisfied:
. According to research of Roth et al. [35] , the stability constraint is shown as follows:
Constraint (16) ensures that for each acceptable pair (t i , w j ), either task t i is assigned to w k he prefers to worker w j , or worker w j is assigned t l he prefers to t i , or they are matched each other. k:h i,k >h i,j x i,k = 1 means that t i will be assigned to w k better than w j , otherwise k:h i,k >h i,j x i,k = 0. l:g l,j >g i,j x l,j = 1 means that w j will be assigned to task t l better than t i , otherwise l:g l,j >g i,j x l,j = 0. Thus, if x i,j = 0 means task t i and worker w j do not match each other in this reverse auction, the condition that makes constraint (16) works is that k:h i,k >h i,j x i,k = 1 or l:g l,j >g i,j x l,j = 1. Then, there will be ''t i matches a worker better than w j or w j matches a task better than t i '', that is, (t i , w j ) does not constitute an obstacle stability pair, ensuring that the TASS mechanism satisfies task assignment with stable and satisfactory.
Theorem 4: TASS mechanism is budget balanced. Proof: According to definition 5, an auction is budgetbalanced if by the end of an auction, the auctioneer's utility is non-negative. The auction platform is the auctioneer. In the scenario we designed, the platform's utility is always zero, so it satisfies the budget balance.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Given the lack of any publicly available real dataset for our application scenarios for crowdsourcing task assignment in smart cities, we perform simulation experiments to evaluate the performances of TASS, including the truthfulness, the individually rational, the satisfied stable assignment and the budget-balanced. The experiments are run on a Windows PC with 2.7 GHz Intel Core TM i5-6400 processor and 4Gb memory. It is assumed that the attribute values of participants follow the Poisson distribution, and bidding prices of Worker nodes and tasks are generated randomly within the interval (0,12].
A. TRUTHFULNESS
To verify the truthfulness of the TASS mechanism, we randomly select a winner and a loser, and then check how their utility changes when bidding is truthful cost or bidding is different from his truthful cost. Fig. 4(a) shows that the utility of the truthful ask is the highest in all possible prices. The winner requester received the maximum utility value of 5.32 with the truthful ask price b i =b i = 6, otherwise, when a lower ask price is made, the requestor will be a loser without any utility. Similarly, the loser case in Fig. 4(a) shows that when a loser requestor raises his bid to win an auction, he will receive a negative utility.
As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the utility of the truthful cost is the highest in all possible prices. The winning worker will get a positive utility if he bids with true cost, but will be a loser if he tries to raise his bid, achieving zero utility. On the other hand, if the bidding cost is lowered, it will be won by negative utility. Fig. 4 verifies the truthfulness of the TASS mechanism.
B. INDIVIDUALLY RATIONALITY
For each crowdsourcing participant's non-zero return, we plot his cost and the return he receives in Fig. 5 . The reward is always greater than the corresponding cost, which verifies the individual rationality of TASS mechanism. Fig. 5 shows individual rationality. As is shown in Fig. 5 , for each value on the abscissa, the payment is always less VOLUME 7, 2019 than or equal to the budget of the requestor node. According to (15) , the utility of the Requestor node is greater than or equal to 0; Similarly, for each value on the abscissa, the transaction price always greater than or equal to the bid of the worker node. According to (15) , the utility of the worker node is greater than or equal to 0. That is, the utility of requestor node and worker node is always non-negative, which verifies that the TASS mechanism meets individual rationality.
C. SATISFIED AND STABLE ASSIGNMENT
We compare the performance of the TASS model with the BOLO model [37] . The BOLO model derives a matching result to separately maximize the sum of satisfaction degree on each side, which can be described as follows:
Analogous to solving model (10) , the linear weighting function [36] is still used to convert the model (17) into the single-objective optimization model (17) . Considering the fairness of requestor nodes and worker nodes, the weights of both are set to be equal to 0.5. The model (17) is built as follows.
The BOLO model gets the maximum of satisfaction degree, but the stability of the results is not guaranteed. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the satisfaction degree between TASS model and BOLO model. We randomly selected 30 matching results run by the TASS model and the BOLO model. In most cases, the satisfaction degree of the TASS model is slightly less than or equal to the satisfaction degree of the BOLO model.
We further illustrate the superiority of TASS model through the crowdsourcing transaction of randomly selected 4 tasks and 7 worker nodes.
The expectation attribute set of task is {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 }, actual data set corresponding to the attribute set for the Worker node is {d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 }, the expectation attribute set of the Worker nodes is {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 }, corresponding data sets for the attribute sets of tasks are {d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 }. The budget of task t 1 ∼ t 4 is 11,9,10,6 respectively, and the cost of Worker w 1 ∼ w 7 is 8,9,7,2,7,6,5 respectively.
The expected value matrix E for tasks against the worker nodes (considering the critical value data constraints) is shown as below. Firstly, the normalized satisfaction degree matrix Sat W for worker nodes and the normalized satisfaction degree matrix Sat T for tasks are calculated based on (7) and (9) results can be obtained. The comparison results are presented in Table. 2.
Compared with the two results, it can be found the latter satisfaction degree is a little more than the former (2.5467 > 2.2051), but the latter does not have the property of stable matching. For example, satisfaction degree for t 1 to w 3 is 0.1151, satisfaction degree for t 1 to w 5 is 0.1143, and 0.1151 > 0.1143, namely t 1 give preference to w 3 , but the match result is w 5 , and w 3 is not matched by all tasks, namely (t 1 , w 3 ) constitutes a block stability pair, and the matching result is not stable. In the crowdsourcing field and blockchain where the transaction information is transparent and the worker node has a high degree of independent choice, w 3 will be dissatisfied because it is more suitable for task t 1 than w 5 but it is not selected, and task t 1 will also be dissatisfied because w 3 better than w 5 and w 3 is not employed. Therefore, the selection of satisfied stable matching result as the optimal matching results has good practical significance in the field of crowdsourcing.
D. BUDGET-BALANCED
Since the utility of the platform is always 0 and satisfies the non-negative condition, the platform satisfies the budgebalanced. For the non-zero payment of each requester node, Fig. 5 shows his budget and the payment for worker. Obviously, the payment never exceeds the budget, which verifies that the TASS model meets the budget-balanced.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a multi attributes crowdsourcing task assignment with stability and satisfactory, called TASS. In TASS, we give a satisfaction degree quantization function, a task assigning algorithm, an improved Generalized Second-Price (GSP) mechanism based on price and satisfaction degree to price the transaction. Finally, we evaluate the performances of TASS with the state-of-the-art task assignment works. The experimental results show that TASS is better than the state-of-the-art task assignment works in terms of truthfulness, individually rationality satisfaction degree, and balanced budget. Our future work is to deploy TASS mechanism on the blockchain, and realize the intelligent matching between requesters and workers considering the privacy protection of both sides.
